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INTRODUCTION
Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) is defined as “the storage of water in a
suitable aquifer through a well during times when water is available, and the
recovery of water from the same well during times when it is needed”. Since a
surplus of freshwater is available in horticultural regions during winter by
greenhouse rooftop collection, seasonal ASR for irrigation water supply is already
locally applied on a small scale (Fig. 1, 2). It is essential to estimate the Recovery
Efficiency (RE) of freshwater by these systems in especially brackish or saline
aquifers a priori, taking the most relevant factors into account (Fig. 1)
This study presents the first application of model-based parameters incorporating all
those factors for regional analyses of ASR performance.

Injection and recovery data on eight existing ASR systems with a mean age of ~5 yr
(Fig. 2) provided a site-specific observed minimum RE (recovered volume / injected
volume * 100%) and were compared with the estimated maximum RE for cycle 5.
RESULTS
This ASR performance mapping (Fig. 4) considered a common scenario with 4
months of injection followed by 4 months of recovery and a relatively large pumping
rate of 500 m3/d showed that:
•
Freshwater is recoverable throughout the research area;
•
Large variations in estimated ASR performance are found, especially
between the Westland (-) and Eastland (+) area;
•
A relatively high RE may still be achieved for RASR<0.8 (Fig. 5a);
•
Most of the analyzed existing ASR systems achieve a min. RE below or
around the max. RE, whereas only 1 system achieved a higher RE (Fig. 5);
•
ASR of recycled water at the wastewater treatment plant (WWT, Fig. 2) in
the area, may yield low REs with the pumping rates analysed.
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Fig. 1: Use of ASR for greenhouse irrigation water supply and relevant factors for ASR performance.

The Westland-Eastland region (Fig. 2) is the largest greenhouse area in the
Netherlands and faces serious irrigation water shortage, due to the absence of
freshwater reserves in its coastal aquifers.

Fig. 4: Results of ASR performance mapping based on WEA (A, RASR) and BAK (B, max. RE in cycle
5) for the specific scenario considered. Areas where the lower confining aquitard was absent were
excluded. Areas where plume distortion by lateral flow makes estimations by BAK unsuitable are
indicated in dark gray.

Fig. 2: Horticultural region Westland and Eastland and, groundwater head data and recovered
fraction of existing ASR systems.

Fig. 5: Calculated RASR vs. estimated max. RE (A). B: Observed min. RE vs. estimated max RE by
BAK in cycle 5, with the amount of cycles of each of the ASR systems observed.

METHODS
Two recent ASR performance estimation methods (Table 1) were applied using GIS
and available hydrogeological (REGISII.1), hydrochemical (Oude Essink et al., 2010)
and groundwater pressure head data of the upper most aquifer (~20 to ~40 m b.s.l.,
Fig. 3) to identify the spatial variety in potential ASR performance. Isotropy was
presumed and BAK was neglected for areas where plume distortion was predicted
(Ceric and Haitjema, 2005).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This study shows the first regional estimation of ASR performance using a GIS
analysis and two model-based performance estimation methods. Using the ratio by
Ward et al. (2009), an uncertain ASR performance was predicted in large parts of
the study area, whereas using Bakker (2010) we were able to provide a more
precise maximal RE, reasonably matching the achieved REs of eight existing ASR
systems. Causes for reduced REs in large parts of the study area are clearly related
to density driven flow in the brackish-saline aquifers.

Table 1: ASR performance estimation methods

No effect of leakage though the confining layers was considered and therefore,
these results are most reliable in regions where aquitards have the highest hydraulic
resistance. On the other hand, anisotropy and engineering solutions like skimmer
wells weren’t considered in the ASR performance studies and so their potential
positive effects on RE were not included. Future research focuses on improvement
of ASR performance estimations, including leaky aquitards and anisotropy and RE
improvement by engineering solutions.

Ward et al. (2009): WEA
Buoyancy and lateral flow, no mixing
Sum factor Rasr (-), indication for ASR
performance
RASR <0.1: good ASR performance
0.1<RASR <10: uncertain performance
RASR>10: no recovery of freshwater

Bakker (2010): BAK
Buoyancy in isotropic aquifers without lateral
flow, no mixing
Factor D (-), providing maximal RE for 3
operational schemes in cycle 1 & 5
Maximal RE, when mixing and lateral flow are
neglected
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Fig. 3: Aquifer thickness (A), hydraulic conductivity (B) and salinity (C).
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